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a b s t r a c t

Binary liquid mixtures of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium glutamate acid ([bmim][glu]) with alkanols (1-
propanol, isobutanol and 1,2-propanediol) are studied in the full composition range as a function of tem-
perature using a combined experimental and computational chemistry approach. Experimental thermo-
physical information as well as derived excess and mixing properties allowed to characterize these
complex liquid mixtures in terms of deviation from ideality as well their relationships with the developed
intermolecular forces and changes with the type of considered alkanols. Theoretical studies using quan-
tum chemistry and classical molecular dynamics simulations provided nanoscopic characterization on
the studied fluids, with particular attention to the extension and nature of hydrogen bonding and its
effects on molecular arrangements and mixed fluids’ properties. The reported study provides a micro
and macroscopic characterization of the considered aminoacid-based ionic liquid mixtures, thus con-
tributing to the knowledge of sustainable ionic liquid systems mixed with organic solvents for fine tuning
properties and developing task specific applications.

� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The academic and industrial interests in Ionic liquids (ILs) are
growing rapidly over the last years because of their possible appli-
cations in a large collection of technologies [1,2]. However, those
possibilities have suffered some drawbacks [3-5] because of
reported problems in terms of toxicity [6], biodegradability and
environmental fate [7,8]. These problems and the search for truly
green and sustainable solvents [9] have at least partially shifted
the interest in ILs to closely related fluids such as Deep Eutectic
Solvents (DES) [10], which are proposed to be more suitable and
sustainable fluids [11,12] being used for a large collection of tech-
nological applications [13]. Nevertheless, the large number of
anion – cation combinations leading to the formation of ILs also
allows to search and develop ILs with better properties [14-16].
Among this group, aminoacid – based ILs (AAILs) [17] have
attracted attention because of their suitable properties, such as
thermal stability [18], moderate viscosity [19-21] and suitable
biodegradability paired with low toxicity [22,23], although certain
toxicity has been reported for some types of AAILs [24]. Likewise,
AAILs have been successfully considered for a wide range of tech-
nological applications such as CO2 capture [25], lubrication [26],
biomolecular stabilization [27] or drug delivery [28] among others.

The IL platform to develop suitable technological applications
can be further extended by the consideration of ILs mixtures,
both IL – IL mixtures [29,30] as well as IL – molecular solvents
(MSs) mixtures [31-33], including water-containing mixtures
[34-36]. The interest in ILs + MSs mixtures [37-39] stands on
the possibility of fine tuning ILs properties through the combina-
tion with suitable amounts of MSs, i.e. physicochemical proper-
ties design through mixture composition [37,40-42]. In this
way, some of the most relevant problems on the scalability of
ILs to industrial level [43], such as their high viscosity [44],
maybe overcome [45]. Nevertheless, the available knowledge
on IL + MS mixtures, both from the micro and macroscopic
viewpoints, is still scarce. The large number of factors to be con-
sidered for the development of IL + MS mixtures, i.e. type of
ions, type of MS, mixtures composition, pressure and tempera-
ture, to mention ones, makes it necessary to understand the flu-
ids’ behaviour and properties as well as for the development of
structure – property relationships as well as predictive methods,
which can be used for practical applications of IL + MS mixtures
[46-48]. In spite of the relevance of IL + MS mixtures, most of
the available studies are concentrated in alkylimidazolium –
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Fig. 1. Molecular structures of compounds used in this work. Red labels indicate
atomic sites naming using along this work. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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based ILs with MSs such as water [49], alkanols [50], acetonitrile
[51] and others [52]. The studies on other types of ILs such as
ammonium- [53] or phosphonium- [54] based ones for MS mix-
tures are present in the literature but the consideration of other
types of ions for ILs + MS mixtures should be studied, for the
sake of more suitable physicochemical properties as well as sus-
tainability considerations. Nevertheless, AAILs have been shortly
considered for ILs + MS mixtures [55] in spite of the aforemen-
tioned suitable properties of this type of IL. AAILs mixtures with
water have been recently considered for environmental applica-
tions such as pesticides degradation [56] whereas mixtures with
organic solvents such as alkanol [57] have been considered.
Therefore, with the objective in advancing in the knowledge of
AAILs + MS mixtures, the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium gluta-
mate IL ([bmim][glu]) was considered and their mixtures with
selected alkanols (1-propanol, 1PRO; isobutanol, ISOBUT; 1,2-
propanediol, 12PD) were studied in this work, Fig. 1. The consid-
ered [glu] anion is included in the list of non-toxic pharmaceu-
tically acceptable anions [58], thus providing a suitable non-
toxic alternative to other ions, thus fulfilling the recommenda-
tions for developing greener ILs [8]. Likewise, it is well-known
that AAILs maybe produced at a lower cost than other conven-
tional ILs [59], which is a key factor for the scalability of ILs-
based technologies. The available literature shows studies on
[bmim][glu] properties, such as density (showing a dense fluid
with 1.2292 g cm�3 at 298.15 K [60]), surface tension
(60.8 mJ m�2 at 298.15 [58]) as well as property estimation
Fig. 2. Synthetic route for the production of [bmim][glu
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methods [61]. Nevertheless, studies [bmim][glu] + MS mixtures
are absent in the literature. Therefore, a combined (thermophys-
ical) experimental and molecular modelling study (quantum
chemistry and classical molecular dynamics simulations) is
reported in this work to characterize [bmim][glu] + {1PRO or
ISOBUT or 12PD} as a function of mixture composition and tem-
perature. The study provides a micro and macroscopic character-
ization of the studied systems, the developed intermolecular
forces and the factors controlling the properties of the consid-
ered complex mixtures. The properties of the studied mixtures
in terms of deviations from ideality will be studied using excess
properties. The pivotal role of intermolecular hydrogen bonding
on the mixed fluids’ structuring will be also characterized.
Therefore, this contribution would extend the available knowl-
edge for IL + MS mixtures by the consideration of natural ions
such as aminoacid – bases ones.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals

The [bmim][glu] was synthesized through the synthesis of
alkylimidazolium hydroxide which is neutralized with glutamic
acid as proposed by Fukumoto et al. [62], Fig. 2. In order to reduce
the bromine content in the final product, the IL was cleaned with
dichloromethane and anhydrous ether, therefore the addition of
AgNO3 to the wash liquid, occurred no precipitation of AgBr. The
synthesized [bmim][glu] was dried under vacuum (<0.1 KPa) at
353 K, thus decreasing the water content as well as eliminating
volatile compounds (dichloromethane, anhydrous ether and
methyl imidazole). The water content of [bmim][glu] sample was
determined by using the Karl Fisher titration (ZSD-2 type), with
the water mass percent being lower than 10-4. The dried [bmim]
[glu] sample was analyzed by 1H NMR (VarianXL-300) with the
spectrum being in agreement with the literature [63]. The total
peak integral in the 1H NMR spectrum corresponds for [bmim]
[glu] to a nominal purity of about 99%.

The studied alkanols, isobutanol (mass fraction < 99%, Merck),
1-propanol (mass fraction � 99.5%, Merck) and 1,2-propanediol
(mass fraction � 99.5%, Merck) were used as received without fur-
ther purification. The specification of materials used in this study
are reported in Table S1 (Supplementary Information).

2.2. Apparatus and procedure

Binary mixtures in the whole composition range, defined using
mole fraction of [bmim][glu], x, were prepared freshly before each
experiment, by weighing components on an analytical balance
]. 1: [bmim] [Br], 2: [bmim] [OH], 3: [bmim] [glu]



Table 1
In silico predicted ecotoxicological properties for neat [bmim][glu] and [bmim][glu] + alkanols {1PRO or ISOBUT or 12PD} mixtures. (-) indicates nontoxic, (+) indicates toxic, (III)
for acute oral toxicity indicates slightly toxic, {} values indicate the probability for each property. Results in bold indicate toxicity for the reported property.

Property [bmim][glu] [bmim][glu] + 1PRO [bmim][glu] + ISOBUT [bmim][glu] + 12PD

carcinogenicity (-) {0.7857} (-) {0.8286} (-) {0.8714} (-) {0.8857}
eye irritation (-) {0.5953} (-) {0.5967} (+) {0.5432} (-) {0.7561}
ames mutagenesis (-) {0.7600} (-) {0.7500} (-) {0.8000} (-) {0.7700}
biodegradation (-) {0.5250} (+) {0.5250} (+) {0.5750} (+) {0.5750}
crustacea aquatic toxicity (-) {0.6000} (-) {0.6621} (-) {0.6652} (-) {0.6952}
fish aquatic toxicity (-) {0.6463} (-) {0.8257} (-) {0.7654} (-) {0.8984}
acute oral toxicity (III) {0.6673} (III) {0.6624} (III) {0.6663} (III) {0.6579}
water solubility (logS) �1.935 �2.005 �2.116 �1.909

Fig. 4. Excess volume at minimum, VE
min , for x [bmim][glu] + (1-x) {1PRO or ISOBUT

or 12PD}, where x stands for mole fraction, as a function of temperature. Symbols
indicate experimental results, lines indicate polynomial fits for guiding purposes.
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(Sartorius TE124S), and stored in airtight glass bottles. The
expanded uncertainty in the mole fraction, U(x), was estimated
to be 0.0001. Samples were degassed (20 min) before each mea-
surement using an ultrasound device (MISONIX Ultrasonic Liquid
Processors).

Density, q, and speed of sound, u, were simultaneously deter-
mined by means of Anton Paar densitometer and sound analyzer
(DSA 5000). Density measurements are based on the oscillating
u-tube method. Viscosity-related errors are corrected by measur-
ing the damping effect of the sample. The cells temperature was
controlled through Peltier elements with the two integrated
Pt100 platinum thermometers. Calibration was performed using
degassed water and air, as the recommended procedure [64]. The
experimental data allowed the calculation of excess molar volume,
VE, mixing isentropic compressibility, Dks, excess thermal expan-
sion coefficient, aE

p, and mixing speed of sound, Du, according to
the equations reported in the Supplementary Information. The
analysis of the uncertainties of measurements with DSA 5000
equipment was recently reported by Wagner et al. [65]. Therefore,
the uncertainties for all the experimental and calculated properties
considered in this work are reported in Table S2 (Supplementary
Information). The properties for pure compounds are reported in
Fig. 3. Excess volume, VE, for x [bmim][glu] + (1-x) {(a) 1PRO or (b) ISOBUT or (c) 12
comparison at 293.15 K is reported. Red arrows indicate increasing temperature. Symbol
coefficients reported in Table S7 (Supplementary Information). (For interpretation of the
this article.)
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Table S3 (Supplementary Information) whereas those for the mix-
tures are included in Tables S4 to S6 (Supplementary Information).
The excess and mixing properties were fitted with mixture mole
PD}, where x stands for mole fraction, as a function of temperature. In panel c, a
s indicate experimental results, lines indicate fits to Redlick-Kister polynomial with
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of



Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental, EXP, and Prigogine-Flory-Patterson, PFP, excess molar volume, VE, for x [bmim][glu] + (1-x) {1PRO or ISOBUT or 12PD} mixtures,
where � stand for mole fraction, at 293.15 K. Results in panels b to d show interactional, free volume and P* PFP contributions to the total VE. Symbols indicate experimental
results, dashed lines indicate fits to PFP, with pure compounds properties as reported in Table S11 (Supplementary Information) and coefficients v12 reported on top of the
Figure.

Fig. 6. Mixing isentropic compressibility, Dks , for x [bmim][glu] + (1-x) {1PRO or ISOBUT or 12PD}, where x stands for mole fraction, as a function of temperature. In panel d, a
comparison at 293.15 K is reported. Red arrows indicate increasing temperature. Symbols indicate experimental results, lines indicate fits to Redlick-Kister polynomial with
coefficients reported in Table S7 (Supplementary Information). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 7. Excess thermal expansion coefficient, aE
p , for x [bmim][glu] + (1-x) {1PRO or

ISOBUT or12PD}, where x stands for mole fraction, at 293.15 K. Symbols indicate
experimental results, lines indicate fits to Redlick-Kister polynomial with coeffi-
cients reported in Table S7 (Supplementary Information).

Fig. 8. Excess partial molar volume at infinite dilution for i compound for x [bmim]
[glu] + (1-x) {1PRO or ISOBUT or 12PD}, where x stands for mole fraction, as a
function of temperature, T. Panel a shows results for [bmim][glu] (i.e. x ? 0) and
panel b results for the corresponding alkanol (x ? 1). Symbols indicate experi-
mental results, lines indicate polynomial fits for guiding purposes.
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fraction using Redlich-Kister polynomials, Table S7 (Supplemen-
tary Information). Likewise, for each i component in the mixture,

the partial molar volume V
�
i, the excess partial molar volume, V

�E

i ,

and the partial molar volume at infinite dilution, V
�E;1
i , were calcu-

lated (Table S8, Supplementary Information).
Additional analysis on the quality of measurements as well as

on the purity of the pure substances was carried out by comparison
of density and speed of sound with the available literature data
[66-80], Table S3 (Supplementary Information), thus showing suit-
able agreement.

2.3. Ecotoxicological predictions

The available literature showed moderate toxicity and suitable
biodegradability of AAILs [22-24]. Nevertheless, the scaling up of
the considered fluids would require to study the toxicological
and environmental (ecotoxicity) properties of the studied AAIL
([bmim][glu]) as well as their mixtures with the considered alka-
nols (1PRO, ISOBUT, 12PD). It is well-known the large cost of
experimental determination of ecotoxicological properties, both
in time and resources [81], thus the in-silico prediction is consid-
ered as a reliable and more efficient approach, which may led to
at least an initial estimation of the most relevant properties for
novel compounds. For the systems considered in this work, an
in-silico approach was considered using ADMETSAR 2.0 software
tool [82] . ADMETSAR 2.0 uses machine learning method for pre-
dicting ecotoxicological properties of chemicals from the available
databases. The large database considered for training of ADMET-
SAR 2.0, as well as the strength of the considered predictive models
have allowed to develop reliable predictions for many different
compounds [81], even for ILs [83,84].Properties relevant to analyze
the environmental fate and toxicological properties of the consid-
ered AAIL and the alkanol mixtures were selected and predicted.
SMILES were created from the optimized structures of each system
and used as input files for the ecotoxicological predictions.

2.4. Molecular modelling

Two different theoretical approaches were considered to study
the behavior and properties of [bmim][glu] + alkanol liquid mix-
tures: i) quantum chemistry methods based on the Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) and ii) classical molecular dynamics
simulations (MD).

DFT calculations were carried out using the ORCA program (ver-
sion 4.2.1) [85]. The DFT studies were carried out on minimal clus-
5

ters to analysed anion – cation and IL – alkanol interactions.
Therefore, for these purposes, the following systems were consid-
ered: i) [bmim] : [glu] 1:1 pair, and ii) [bmim] : [glu] : alkanol
1:1:1 clusters. For all the cases, the main possible interaction sites
were considered. The structures of the considered clusters were
subjected to geometry optimizations at B3LYP [86-88] plus 6–
311++G(d,p) theoretical level, including van der Waals interactions
as treated using Grimme’s method (DFT-D3) [89]. The interaction
energies, DE, were calculated for each cluster as the energy differ-
ence of the cluster energy and the sum of the energies of the cor-
responding monomers as in equation (1).
DE ¼ Ebmim gluþ1PRO=ISOBUT=12PD � Ebmim � Eglu � E1PRO=ISOBUT=12PD ð1Þ
The Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) was corrected using

the counterpoise method [90]. The atomic charges were calculated
for optimized structures using the ChelpG method [91]. The topo-
logical properties of the studied clusters were analyzed according
to the Quantum Theory of Atoms in a Molecule (QTAIM [92]) and
the Reduced density Gradient method (RDG [93]) using Multiwfn
software (version 3.6) [94].

MD simulations for [bmim][glu] + alkanol liquid mixtures in the
whole composition range were carried out using MDynaMix v.5.2
[95]. The initial cubic simulation boxes for the compositions, num-
ber of molecules and dimensions, as reported in Table S9 (Supple-
mentary Information), were built using Packmol [96] program. The
forcefields applied for the involved molecules are reported in
Table S10 (Supplementary Information). The forcefield parameters
were obtained as a combination of parameters derived from Swis-
sParam database (Merck Molecular Force Field [97]) and atomic
charges inferred in this work from ChelpG charges obtained from
DFT simulations of isolated monomers (1PRO, ISOBUT or 12PD)
or of [bmim]-[glu] pairs for the ions in the considered IL. The force



Table 2
Counterpoise corrected binding energies, DE, and total ChelpG charges, Q, ([bmim]/[glu]/(1PRO, ISOBUT or 12PD). Values for the reported molecular clusters (IL + 1PRO/ISOBUT/
12PD, 1:1 pairs) obtained from optimized geometries at B3LYP-D3/6–311++G(d,p) theoretical level. Parenthesized values in DE for clusters containing alkanols show DE
subtracting the corresponding interaction energy for the [bmim][glu] pairs (site #1). Sites are defined as in Fig. S1 (Supplementary Information).

Site DE / kJ mol�1

[bmim][glu] [bmim][glu] + 1PRO [bmim][glu] + ISOBUT [bmim][glu] + 12PD

#1 �398.6 �429.2 (-30.6) �431.6 (–33.0) �429.4 (-30.8)
#2 �354.1 �432.7 (-34.1) �439.6 (-41.0) �439.1 (-40.5)
#3
#4

�359.8 �425.6 (-27.0)
�461.9 (-63.3)

�468.4 (-69.8)
�443.5 (-44.9)

�450.7 (-52.1)
�483.4 (-84.8)

q

#1 0.8895/-0.8895 0.9125/-0.9022/-0.0103 0.8794/-0.9038/0.0244 0.8797/-0.8883/0.0085
#2 0.8990/-0.8990 0.9216/-0.9054/-0.0162 0.8883/-0.8701/-0.0182 0.8589/-0.8366/-0.0223
#3 0.9183/-0.9183 0.8736/-0.8139/-0.0597 0.8540/-0.9340/0.0800 0.8633/-0.7694/-0.0938
#4 0.8420/-0.8767/0.0347 0.8734/-0.7186/-0.1548 0.7912/-0.7799/-0.0113

Table 3
QTAIM analysis: (3,-1) bond critical points (black) and (3,+1) ring critical points (bold). Values reported show electron density, qe, at the corresponding critical point and ther2qe

(a.u.) for the reported molecular clusters. Critical points (CPs) defined as in Fig. S2 (Supplementary Information).

[bmim][glu] [bmim][glu] + ISOBUT

Site CPs qe / a.u. r2qe /a.u. Site CPs qe / a.u. r2qe /a.u

#1 75
76
80

0.0393
0.0210
0.0079

0.1192
0.0762
0.0351

#1 72
91
92
97
140
70
90

0.0213
0.0280
0.0179
0.0192
0.0144
0.0206
0.0173

0.0870
0.0948
0.0656
0.0708
0.0517
0.1117
0.0705

#2 69
71
70

0.0266
0.0397
0.0069

0.0888
0.1215
0.0301

#2 76
87
121
122
81
125

0.0242
0.0125
0.0439
0.0197
0.0108
0.0079

0.0936
0.0400
0.1254
0.0663
0.0494
0.0349

#3 77
82
72
76

0.0240
0.0375
0.0061
0.0068

0.0839
0.1147
0.0244
0.0303

#3 80
116
131
123

0.0205
0.0422
0.0235
0.0174

0.0865
0.1347
0.0800
0.0696

#4 93
117
119
121

0.0401
0.0413
0.0203
0.0078

0.0973
0.1222
0.0718
0.0348

[bmim][glu] + 1PRO [bmim][glu] + 12PD

#1 67
92
94
66
89

0.0210
0.0227
0.0216
0.0204
0.0180

0.0859
0.0801
0.0772
0.1098
0.0752

#1 74
88
92
131
72

0.0211
0.0313
0.0202
0.0185
0.0204

0.0868
0.1029
0.0741
0.0654
0.1115

#2 90
115
116
89

0.0211
0.0420
0.0251
0.0205

0.0869
0.1207
0.0907
0.1113

#2 105
107
76

0.0373
0.0237
0.0190

0.1134
0.0867
0.0984

#3 98
99
73

0.0342
0.0179
0.0203

0.1091
0.0635
0.1099

#3 77
105
108
111
116
78

0.0202
0.0432
0.0198
0.0487
0.0187
0.0199

0.0863
0.1455
0.0660
0.1358
0.0658
0.1049

#4 79
86
122
66
83

0.0099
0.0274
0.0095
0.0196
0.0175

0.0281
0.0947
0.0358
0.1028
0.0711

#4 80
97
103
114
122
75
92
119

0.0376
0.0190
0.0362
0.0379
0.0228
0.0080
0.0061
0.0068

0.0948
0.0654
0.1255
0.1160
0.0783
0.0268
0.0250
0.0301
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field parameterizations were validated by comparison of experi-
mental and simulated densities in the whole composition range,
Figure S4 (Supplementary Information), showing excellent agree-
ment, with deviation lower than 3% in the whole composition
6

range for all the studied mixtures. MD simulations were carried
out in a two steps procedure: i) initial simulation boxes were sub-
jected to NVT simulations at 313 K for 1 ns and ii) followed by NPT
simulations at 313 K and 1 bar for 40 ns, where the initial 20 ns



Fig. 9. RDG analysis of (a) [bmim] – [glu] and (b,c,d) [bmim] – [glu] – alkanol (1PRO, ISOBUT or 12PD). Interaction sites labelling as in Figure S1 (Supplementary Information).
Red arrows indicate the most relevant features (hydrogen bonding sites). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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were considered for equilibration purposes, assured through the
constancy of system potential energy, and the remaining 20 ns
for production and analysis. The systems temperature and pressure
were controlled with Nose-Hoover method, with 0.1 and 0.5 ps
coupling times for temperature and pressure, respectively.
Tuckerman-Berne double time step algorithm [98] was considered
for solving the equations of motion, with 1 and 0.1 fs for long- and
short-time steps. The Ewald method [99] (15 Å for cut-off radius)
was used for treating electrostatic interactions. As the Lennard-
Jones potential was considered, Table S10 (Supplementary Infor-
mation), a 15 Å cut-off was applied and cross terms were calcu-
lated using Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Toxicity and ecotoxicity prediction

The predicted ecotoxicological properties of neat [bmim][glu]
AAILs as reported in Table 1 show that this AAIL is non-toxic,
non-carcinogenic and non-mutagenic, with high probability for
all these relevant properties. Likewise, it is water soluble and
non-toxic for water living-things. It may be classified as slightly
toxic (type III) in terms of oral toxicity. Regarding the biodegrad-
ability, although it is classified as biodegradable, the corresponding
7

probability is only 52 %, thus it is moderately biodegradable, which
may constitute the main problem for this AAIL.

The ecotoxicological properties of [bmim][glu] stands on its
water solubility, although it is non-toxic for aquatic organisms.
The addition of alkanols to [bmim][glu] leads to some changes in
toxicological properties. The main change stands on the poorer
biodegradation when compared with the neat AAILs, although this
was also the main problem of the neat AAIL. On the contrary the
remaining properties are slightly improved with the addition of
the alkanol, the probabilities for non-toxic effects increase with
the alkanol for the studied compounds (1PRO, ISOBUT and 12PD),
thus making safer the use of [bmim][glu] when mixed with alka-
nols. Therefore, the considered AAIL + alkanol mixtures can be con-
sidered not only for tuning the AAILs physicochemical properties
but also for improving the ecotoxicological profile of the ionic liq-
uid, with the exception of biodegradation.

3.2. Experimental properties: Thermophysics

The systems [bmim][glu] + alkanols (1PRO or ISOBUT or 12PD)
are experimentally characterized in the whole composition range
an in the 293.15 to 333.15 K temperature range. The experimental
density and speed of sound data, as well as the derived excess and
mixing properties, are reported in Tables S4 to S6 (Supplementary
Information). Excess and mixing properties were successfully fitted



Fig. 10. Connection matrix analysis of x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD. Rows represent hydrogen bond acceptors, and columns stand for hydrogen bond donors.
The color in each square represents both the intensity and distance of the first maximum in the corresponding RDF (for color scale, see the right-hand side).
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to Redlich – Kister polynomials as reported in Table S7 (Supple-
mentary Information).

The results for VE are reported in Fig. 3 for the three considered
alkanols in the studied temperature range, reporting negative val-
ues for all the studied mixtures, compositions and temperatures.
The behavior of VE points to stronger attractive interactions
between the unlike molecules than the like ones. Likewise, the
variation of intermolecular forces and the molecular packing (re-
sulting from difference in the size and shape of the molecules of
mixture components) upon mixing is on the root of the negative
sign of VE. The VE curves reported in Fig. 3 are not symmetrical
(i.e. not centered at equimolar compositions), the VE minimum
value occurs at about � = 0.4 (x stands for [bmim][glu] mole frac-
tion) for all mentioned binary mixtures. The steric effects on VE

may be also considered having in mind the molar volumes for pure
compounds, thus being 223.57, 74.67, 92.42, and 73.43 cm3 mol�1

at 293.15 K (Table S8, Supplementary Information) for [bmim]
[Glu], 1PRO, ISOBUT, and 12PD, respectively. The value of molar
volume for [bmim][glu] is remarkably larger than for the consid-
ered alkanols. The large difference in molar volumes between mix-
ture components may lead to large steric effects with liquids
structuring characterized by clathrate – like structuring, with the
8

alkanol molecules filling the interstices provided by [bmim][glu]
arrangements, thus leading to negative values of the VE. A compa-
rable phenomenon has been previously observed in similar sys-
tems containing ILs and molecular solvents [100,101]. The type
of alkanol involved in the liquid mixture has a large effect on VE,
Fig. 3d, thus following the sequence 1PRO < ISOBUT � 12PD. This
behavior can be justified because of the larger extension of self-
hydrogen bonding in 12PD considering the two available hydroxyl
groups per molecule, in comparison with a single one for 1PRO and
ISOBUT, thus the mixing of 12PD with the IL leads to larger disrup-
tion of self-aggregation (an expansive contribution to the total vol-
ume), i.e. lower (in absolute value) VE. The effect of the type of alkyl
chain in the VE is minor, although mixtures with ISOBUT show
slightly (in absolute value) lower VE than for 1PRO, which can be
attribute to a steric effect caused by the bulkiest size of the ISOBUT
molecules. Nevertheless, the main effect stands on the number of
available hydroxyl groups which are prone to develop hydrogen
bonding.

The increasing temperature leads to larger (in absolute value)
VE, which agrees with previous literature studies [102], Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4. The variation of VE with temperature is not linear, results
in Fig. 4 show the temperature effect on VE at minima, VE

min, which



Fig. 11. Site-site radial distribution functions, g(r), for cation–anion, cation-alkanol and anion-alkanol sites in x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD, x stands for mole
fraction, at 313 K and 0.1 MPa.
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Fig. 12. Solvation numbers, N, obtained from the integration of radial distribution functions reported in Fig. 11, corresponding to the first solvation sphere, defined as the first
minimum in the corresponding radial distribution function in x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD, x stands for mole fraction, at 313 K and 0.1 MPa. Symbols indicate
simulation results, lines are included for guiding purposes.
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for 1PRO and 12PD shows a non-linear (in absolute value) increase,
with lower changes for temperatures larger than 313.15 K,
whereas for ISOBUT mixtures the decrease is almost linear.

Additional molecular – level information may be extracted from
the measured VE through the modelling of this property using the
Prigogine-Flory-Patterson (PFP) [103]. The experimental VE values
were fitted through the v12 PFP interaction parameter, results in
Fig. 5a show moderate fitting ability of PFP model. The main prob-
lem of PFP model stands on the prediction of the minima for the VE

vs mole fraction curves, which experimentally appears at roughly
0.4 IL mole fraction for all the studied alkanols and temperatures,
it is predicted at 0.2 from PFP model. This difficulties in the predic-
tion of the VE stand on the large differences between the properties
of pure compounds, e.g. the isothermal compressibility at 293.15 K
10
for [bmim][glu] is 0.218 GPa�1 whereas for 1PRO is 1.007 GPa�1,
with similar differences for properties such as density or thermal
expansion coefficients (Table S11, Supplementary Information).
Nevertheless, PFP model is able to fit the effect of alkanols on mix-
ture properties, with remarkably lower VE values for 12PD systems.
The v12 PFP interaction parameter is very similar both for 1PRO
and ISOBUT whereas it is remarkably lower for 12PD. The PFP
model divides VE into three different contribution considering dif-
ferent molecular effects: interactional, free volume and P* terms.
The PFP interactional contribution, Fig. 5b, is positive in the whole
composition range, being larger for 1PRO / ISOBUT than for 12PD,
which is close to null. This effect confirms the prevailing role of
IL – alkanol through the available alkanol hydroxyl sites. The free
volume terms, Fig. 5c, are largely negative for 1PRO and ISOBUT



Fig. 13. Solvation numbers, N, obtained from the integration of radial distribution functions reported in Fig. 11, corresponding to the second solvation sphere, defined as the
second minimum in the corresponding radial distribution function in x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD, x stands for mole fraction, at 313 K and 0.1 MPa. Symbols
indicate simulation results, lines are included for guiding purposes.
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and remarkably smaller (in absolute value) for 12PD, which is
caused by the lower differences among the volumetric properties
of 12BUT and the IL in comparison with 1PRO and ISOBUT
(Table S11, Supplementary Information). Analogous behaviour is
inferred for the P* contribution, Fig. 5d. Therefore, the VE for the
studied mixtures is caused both by the development of IL – alkanol
heteroassociation as well as for the large differences between the
volumetric properties of the involved pure compounds, i.e. steric
effects and association on the roots of the mixture’s behaviour,
with large effects on the number of available hydroxyl sites in
the alkanol molecules.

The behaviour of Dks is reported in Fig. 6, being analogous to
that for VE. The Dks are negative for the three considered alkanol
mixtures but remarkably larger for 1PRO and ISOBUT than for
12PD, i.e. 1PRO and ISOBUT mixtures suffers remarkably larger
changes in compressibility upon mixing than 12PD ones. This
effect can be justified by the larger VE for 1PRO and ISOBUT mix-
tures, caused by the large differences among the volumetric prop-
erties of the IL and these alkanols. Therefore, a proper fitting upon
mixing is allowed thus leading to less compressible fluids in com-
parison with pure solvents, especially when considering the large
compressibility of 1PRO and ISOBUT (Table S11, Supplementary
Information) in comparison with the IL, and thus being minor dif-
ferences for 12PD. Analogous results are inferred for aE

p, Fig. 7,
which confirms (in absolute) larger values for ISOBUT mixtures,
i.e. caused by the bulkiest size of the alkanol molecule, but con-
firming the relevance of steric effects on the properties of these
mixtures leading to less compressible fluids upon mixing. The par-
tial molar volume properties are reported in Table S8 (Supplemen-
tary Information). It should be remarked the large differences
among the properties for IL and the corresponding alkanols, with
larger molar volumes and partial molar volumes for the IL. The par-

tial molar volumes at infinite dilution V
�1
i , quantifying the fitting of

isolated molecules surrounded by the cosolvent, are also larger for

IL than for the alkanol, and the derived V
�E;1
i are mostly negative,

with the exception of IL in 12PD at the lower temperatures. The

reported V
�E;1
i , Fig. 8, are (in absolute value) larger for [bmim]
11
[glu] than for the alkanols, with the exception of 12PD, showing
that the IL is able to fit into the alkanol liquid structuring with
more efficiency than vice versa, because the large degree of pack-
ing in the IL, as confirmed by its low compressibility (Table S11,
Supplementary Information). In the case of 12PD, the positive

V
�E;1
i for the IL at low temperatures and the lower values in compar-

ison with 1PRO and ISOBUT, indicates that the high degree of self-
association between alkanol molecules hinders a proper packing of
IL ions, thus leading to an expansive contribution, Fig. 8a. This is

confirmed by the (in absolute value) larger V
�E;1
i for 12PD in the

IL in comparison with 1PRO and ISOBUT, Fig. 8b, as the effect of
strong self-association for 12PD because of the presence of two
hydroxyl molecules vanishes when infinitely diluted in the IL but
these two hydroxyl groups are able to develop hydrogen bonding
in larger extension with the IL through hydrogen bonding. The

temperature evolution of V
�E;1
i is linear for all the studied mixtures,

thus showing how the steric effects are reinforced upon heating by
the increase of molecular mobility and the size and extension of
available space for proper molecular fitting into the cosolvent
structuring.

3.3. Molecular modelling: DFT

The properties of [bmim][glu] ion pair were studied using DFT
approach, the anion -cation dimer was optimized and the DE was
calculated. The [bmim] cation has two main types of sites through
which it may develop interactions (i.e. possible hydrogen bonding)
with the [glu] anion, I) the CH(2) site (placed in between the two N
atoms of the imidazolium ring) and ii) the CH(1) sites in the imida-
zolium ring, Fig. 1. Therefore, three interaction sites are considered
for [bmim] – [glu] pairs, Figure S1 (Supplementary Information):
carboxylate group of [glu] anion in the vicinity of i) CH(2) (site
#1) or of ii) CH(1) (sites #2 and #3). The DE values are reported
in. For the three considered [bmim] – [glu] interaction sites very
large DE are inferred, probing strong interactions, although site
#1 (CH(2) in imidazolium) shows larger DE in comparison with
interactions through CH(1) imidazolium sites. The calculated



Fig. 14. Spatial distribution functions of the corresponding centers-of-mass around a central [BMIM][GLU] ion for the reported mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa.
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ChelpG charges, Table 2, show charge transfer upon anion – cation
interaction, with average charge being +/- 0.9 for [bmim] and [glu],
respectively. The QTAIM analysis of anion – cation interactions
show the formation of a large number of bond, (3-,1) type (BCP)
according to QTAIM naming, and ring, (3,+1) type (RCP), critical
points, Figure S2 (Supplementary Information). These topological
critical points appear in the bond paths connecting not only the
oxygen atoms of the [glu] and the CH(1) or CH(2) site in the imida-
zolium ring of the cation but also appear in bond paths connecting
methyl and butyl sites of the cation and different sites in the [glu]
anion, Figure S2 (Supplementary Information) thus contributing to
the strengthening of the anion – cation interaction. The BCPs con-
necting the oxygen atoms in carboxylate group of [glu] and the CH
(2) (BCP #75, Figure S2a, Supplementary Information) or CH(1)
(BCPs #71 and #82, Figure S2a, Supplementary Information) leads
to the larger values of the electron density, qe, and the correspond-
ing Laplacian, r2qe, in comparison with those involves other sites,
therefore indicating stronger interactions through the imidazolium
sites. According to the Popelier criteria [104], an intermolecular
interaction may be classified as hydrogen bond when the qe and
r2qe for the corresponding BCPs are in the 0.002 to 0.04 a.u. and
0.020 to 0.139 a.u ranges, respectively, with larger values indicat-
ing stronger hydrogen bonds. The qe and r2qe values reported in
Table 3 for [bmim] – [glu] interactions trough the #75, #71 and
12
#82 BCPs are close to the upper limits of hydrogen bonding crite-
ria, thus confirming the development of this type of strong anion –
cation intermolecular interaction. Likewise, the formation of RCPs
and weaker BCPs as reported in Table 3 shows anion – cation inter-
action through non-hydrogen bonding sites, mainly through van
der Waals interactions contributing to the total interaction energy.
The RDG analysis as reported in Figure S3 (Supplementary Infor-
mation) and Fig. 9 show the development of a strong interaction
region in the vicinity of the CH(2) site of imidazolium ring,
Fig. 9a (blue spot), corresponding to the anion – cation hydrogen
bonding between the CH(2) site and the oxygen atom of the [glu]
carboxylate group.

Regarding the alkanol interaction with [bmim] – [glu], clusters
considering anion -cation interaction through the CH(2) imida-
zolium site are considered and the possible interaction sites for
alkanol are studied(Figure S1b, Supplementary Information). The
corresponding DE values are reported in Table 2, showing strong
interaction for all the considered alkanols with the anion – cation
ion pair. The alkanol interaction is also characterized by a very
minor charge transfer to or from the alkanol as the charges in
the ions upon interaction with the alkanol are almost the same
as in absence of the alkanol, Table 2. The QTAIM analysis of inter-
actions, Figure S2 (Supplementary Information) and Table 3, shows
that BCPs corresponding to [bmim] – [glu] interactions suffer



Fig. 15. Combined distribution functions of radial distribution functions (x-axis) and angular distribution functions (y-axis) for the reported distances, r, and angles, u,
(cation–anion interactions) for x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa.
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almost negligible changes, in terms of qe and r2qe, upon interac-
tion with alkanol molecules. Therefore, the anion – cation hydro-
gen bonding through the CH(2) sites is maintained, not
weakened, in presence of the alkanol molecules. Likewise, the BCPs
corresponding to the alkanol – ions interactions show lower qe and
r2qe values in comparison with those for anion – cation ones, and
although being in the hydrogen bonding range show weaker inter-
actions. Therefore, alkanol – ion interactions are true hydrogen
bonds but allow the simultaneous anion – cation strong interaction
through hydrogen bonding. The RDG analysis of alkanol – ion pair
interactions are reported in Fig. 9 and Figure S3 (Supplementary
Information) for interactions through site #4 (Figure S2, Supple-
mentary Information). The reported RDG results confirm the
[bmim] – [glu] hydrogen bonding (blue spots in the vicinity of
CH(2) imidazolium site) with minor changes, slight weakening,
when compared with the ion pair in absence of alkanol. Likewise,
RDG blue spots in regions between [glu] anion and alkanol mole-
cules confirm the development of hydrogen bonding for the alka-
nol. Likewise, the formation of large regionS corresponding to
van der Waals – like interactions (green spots) show that this type
of interactions contributes to the large DE values reported in
Table 2 in parallel with hydrogen bonding in spite of the moderate
qe and r2qe values reported in Table 3 for ion – alkanol BCPs.
Moreover, the large RDG can der Waals regions are in parallel to
13
the formation of RCPs according to the QTAIM approach, which
contribute to the strengthening of ion – alkanol interactions with-
out weakening anion – cation intermolecular forces.

3.4. Molecular modelling: MD

The structuring of the studied [bmim] – [glu] + alkanol mixtures
was analyzed using classical MD simulations. The considered MD
forcefield allowed a suitable description of relevant physicochem-
ical properties such as density. The comparison between experi-
mental and MD predicted density (Figure S4, Supplementary
Information), shows how the model allows to predict the effect
of the type of alkanol as well as the complex non-linear composi-
tion effect on the property.

The nanoscopic structuring of the studied complex liquids mix-
tures should have its roots on the possible hydrogen bonding
between the available hydrogen bonding donor and acceptor sites.
For this purpose, Radial Distribution Functions (RDFs) were calcu-
lated for all the possible donor – acceptor sites, considering both
homo (IL – IL and alkanol - alkanol) and heteroassociations (IL -
alkanol). The first peak of each RDF was considered, as being the
one characterizing the possible hydrogen bonds, and these peaks
were characterized by the interatomic (donor – acceptor) distance
as well as for the peak intensity. All the peaks were systematically



Fig. 16. Combined distribution functions of radial distribution functions (x-axis) and angular distribution functions (y-axis) for the reported distances, r, and angles, u,
(cation-alkanol interactions) for x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa.
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arranged in a matrix, named connection matrix, in which interac-
tions are assigned a color code according to the RDF peak height
and distance. In this way all the possible interactions can be visu-
alized and classified allowing to infer the most intense ones, being
those corresponding to possible hydrogen bonds. Connection
matrix results reported in Fig. 10 allow to infer: i) [bmim] –
[bmim] self-interactions are negligible for all the considered sys-
tems, ii) [glu] – [glu] associations are developed, iii) regarding
[bmim] – [glu] pairs, the interactions are developed through the
CH(2) site in the cation, with all the possible [glu] acceptor sites
(very minor differences among the available O sites in the anion),
iv) [glu] – alkanol are also hydrogen bonded through all the [glu]
sites (oxygen and nitrogen), and v) [bmim] – alkanol are also
hydrogen bonding through the cation CH(2) site. In the case of
12PD mixtures, there are not remarkable differences between pri-
mary and secondary hydroxyl groups, both interacting with the
cation as well as with anion. Therefore, alkanol molecules are able
to be hydrogen bonded both with [bmim] and [glu], thus compet-
ing with the [bmim] – [glu] interactions through the cation CH(2)
site.

The particular properties of relevant RDFs (those leading to pos-
sible hydrogen bonds as inferred from the connection matrix anal-
ysis) are reported in Figure 11 for the three studied alkanols and
14
the whole composition range. In the case of [bmim] – [glu] interac-
tions through cation CH(2) site, Figures 11a to 11c, a first peak at
2.05 Å indicates hydrogen bonding. This peak is followed by a wide
shoulder and a second peak at roughly 6 Å. The main difference
between the considered alkanols stands on the intensity of the first
peak as well as in the shape of the second peak. The integration of
the RDFs leads to the solvation numbers, N, reported in Figure 12a
for cation – anion interactions. A non-linear evolution with compo-
sition is inferred for the three studied alkanols, which is on the
roots of the non-ideal behavior inferred from experimental mea-
surements reported in previous sections. Likewise, whereas the
behavior of 1PRO and ISOBUT containing mixtures is almost equiv-
alent, mixtures with 12PD show remarkably lower N values for
cation – anion interactions, especially for low IL content. Therefore,
the presence of two hydroxyl groups in 12PD leads to a larger dis-
ruption of [bmim] – [glu] association in comparison with 1PRO and
ISOBUT. Regarding the cation - alkanol interactions, Figures 11d–
11g, a wide peak at 2.2 Å indicates hydrogen bonding, likewise a
second peak at roughly 6 Å indicates the presence of neighbor alka-
nol molecules hydrogen bonded to the anion. The N values for
cation – alkanol reported in Fig. 12b confirm the hydrogen bonding
although vanishing with increasing IL content, leading to isolated
alkanol monomers for IL – rich solutions. The number of cation -



Fig. 17. Combined distribution functions of radial distribution functions (x-axis) and angular distribution functions (y-axis) for the reported distances, r, and angles, u,
(anion-alkanol interactions) for x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa.
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alkanol interactions is lower for 12PD mixtures than for the mono-
hydroxylic alkanols. In the case of anion – alkanol interaction, a
very sharp and narrow first peak at roughly 1.6 Å confirms the
hydrogen bonding, the second peak would correspond to alkanols
interacting with the cation. The N numbers, Fig. 12c, confirms the
development of [glu] – alkanol interactions. The comparison of
results in Fig. 12b and 12c show a very different behavior depend-
ing on the IL content, for low IL content alkanol molecules are pref-
erentially interacting with the cation whereas as the IL content
increases the alkanol molecules interact with the anion. Therefore,
for high IL content as the CH(2) site in the cation is hindered for the
interaction with the alkanols, because of the increase of cation –
anion interactions (Fig. 12a), isolated alkanol molecules interact
with tails [glu] anions being involved in cation – anion clusters.
The presence of two hydroxyl groups in 12PD leads to a larger
number of anion – alkanol interactions, Fig. 12c. These IL – alkanol
interactions are maintained beyond the first solvation shell around
the interaction sites, as reported for the N numbers corresponding
to the second shells in Fig. 13.

The liquid structuring is further analyzed considering Spatial
Distribution Functions (SDFs) around a central [bmim] cation
as a function of mixtures composition, Fig. 14. The reported SDFs
are equivalent for all the considered alkanols, the alkanol and
the [glu] placed around the main cation hydrogen bonding sites,
15
thus competing for the interaction. The distribution around the
CH(2) is largely enriching with increasing IL content, as con-
firmed from results in Figs. 11 and 12, whereas around the
cation CH(1) site alkanol molecules remains even for high IL
content. Therefore, the CH(2) site leads to large interactions with
the anion, whereas this site is only occupied by alkanol mole-
cules for IL poor mixtures.

The nature of the possible hydrogen bonding is analyzed
through the corresponding Combined Distribution Functions
(CDFs), in which the donor – acceptor distance and orientation
(angle) are simultaneously reported, Figs. 15–17. CDFs for cation
– anion interactions through CH(2) site, Fig. 15. The reported red
spots (indicating strong interactions) at distance – angle corre-
spond to hydrogen bonds. These spots appear for all the consid-
ered concentration range, only a narrowing with increasing IL
content is inferred, which correspond to reinforcement of cation
- anion interactions for low alkanol content. In the case of cation
– alkanol CDFs, Fig. 16, hydrogen bonding though CH(2) site is
confirmed although weakening with increasing IL content. For
the case of anion – alkanol interactions, Fig. 17, hydrogen bond-
ing is maintained in the whole concentration range, with nar-
rower peaks for larger IL content, thus confirming the
prevailing interaction of the alkanol with the anion upon IL
enrichment.



Fig. 18. Intermolecular interaction energy, Einter (sum of Lennard-Jones and coulombic contributions), for the reported interacting pairs in x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/
ISOBUT/12PD mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa. Symbols indicate simulation results, lines are included for guiding purposes.
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The confirmed ion – alkanol interactions though hydrogen
bonding may be quantified through interaction energies, Einter, as
a function of mixtures composition. All the possible interacting
pairs show non-linear Einter behavior when analyzed as a function
of mixture composition, Fig. 18. The Einter for cation – anion pairs
are almost independent on the type of alkanol, larger values
obtained with increasing IL content in agreement with the increase
of ion aggregation reported in the previous sections, Fig. 18a. The
behavior of Einter for anion – alkanol (Fig. 18b) and cation – alkanol
(Fig. 18c) is parallel, decreasing upon increasing IL content reach-
ing an almost constant values for solutions beyond the equimolar
composition. Nevertheless, Einter for anion – alkanol in IL rich mix-
tures are larger than for cation - alkanol ones, thus showing the
prevailing interactions of the alkanol with the anion for IL – rich
solutions. Results in Fig. 18d show Einter for alkanol – alkanol inter-
actions, which confirm that alkanol molecules show almost negli-
gible self-association for IL rich mixtures, thus alkanol monomers
embedded into IL dominated fluids with alkanol molecules inter-
acting preferentially with the anion is inferred.
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The dynamic properties of the studied mixtures are analyzed
through the self-diffusion coefficients, D, calculated from the corre-
sponding mean square displacements (msd) and the Einstein’s equa-
tion. Calculated values of msd are reported in Figure S5
(Supplementary Information), showing proper fully diffusive behav-
ior, which was also assured through log–log plots of msd vs. time
leading to slopes in the 0.98 to 1 range. In parallel with the other
experimental and theoretical properties studied in this work, the D
vs. mixture composition behavior is largely non-linear. The D values
are almost the same for the cation and the anion, thus showing ionic
pair diffusion and it may be justified through the strong cation –
anion association. Likewise, alkanol D values are close to those for
the ions, which is a proof of the strong alkanol – ion heteroassocia-
tion through hydrogen bonding. The ordering for the diffusion rates
for all the studied compositions is 12PD < ISOBUT < 1PRO, Fig. 19,
which agrees with the Einter behavior reported in Fig. 18. Therefore,
the molecular mobility is largely conditioned by the trend to develop
anion – cation association, with only remarkable alkanol disrupting
effect for large alkanol content.



Fig. 19. Self-diffusion coefficient (calculated from msd using Einsten’s equation), D, for (a) cation, (b) anion and (c) alkanol in x [BMIM][GLU] + (1-x) 1PRO/ISOBUT/12PD
mixtures at 313 K and 0.1 MPa. Values are calculated for corresponding centers-of-mass. Symbols indicate simulation results, lines are included for guiding purposes.
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4. Conclusions

The micro and macroscopic properties of [bmim][glu] + alkanol
mixtures have been studied using a combined experimental and
theoretical approach. The studied mixtures are predicted to be safe
from ecotoxicological viewpoint with alkanol making safer fluids
in comparison with the neat ionic liquid. The reported experimen-
tal results show two main factors controlling the structuring of
these systems: i) the difference in the volumetric properties, i.e.
steric effects, between the ionic liquid and the alkanols, larger for
simple, monohydroxylic alkanols, and ii) the number of hydroxyl
groups in the alkanol controlling self- and hetero-aggregation
through hydrogen bonding. These two factors lead contractive
mixing and large ionic liquid to alkanol hydrogen bonding. The
molecular bonding studies confirmed the availability of alkanol
molecules to be hydrogen bonded with ions sites. Nevertheless,
17
the large trend to develop anion – cation pairs has a large disrup-
tive effect on alkanols self-association. Therefore, ionic liquid – rich
mixtures are characterized by the interaction of alkanol monomers
with large ionic clusters, especially with anion, whereas for low
ionic liquid content alkanols remains self-associated but also inter-
acting with the available ions. Hence, the transition from prevail-
ing alkanols self-associated fluids to fluids with self-associated
ionic liquid determines the physicochemical properties of the stud-
ied mixed solvents.
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